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Trade unions have been the major labor market intermediary for workers 
in market economies. Unions provide workers with information about the 
workplace and job market, represent workers in work-  related grievances, 
and are workers’ voice in dealing with collective goods at the workplace. 
In addition, unions are the key labor market intermediary that monitors 
business compliance with contracts, labor laws and regulations, and that 
lobbies on behalf of workers. Historically unions have depended on collec-
tive bargaining with employers to improve compensation and workplace 
conditions and have ﬁ  nanced their activities with dues from members in 
collective bargaining sites.
In the United States, the role of unions as providers of services to work-
ers has diminished as union density and collective bargaining coverage have 
shrunk. Despite survey evidence that large and increasing proportions of 
nonunionized workers desire union representation (Freeman and Rogers 
2006), the number of workers in unions has fallen relative to the number 
of wage and salary workers in the private sector. Labor and community 
activists, nongovernmental organizations, and ﬁ  rms’ own human resource 
departments have tried to provide some of the services that unions his-
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torically delivered to workers, with limited success (Freeman, Hersch, and 
Mishel 2005).
In the United Kingdom union density has stabilized at higher rates than in 
the United States, but the range of issues subject to collective bargaining has 
narrowed and union ability to aﬀect outcomes has weakened. With unions 
helping workers only modestly through collective bargaining, an increasing 
proportion of workers in organized workplaces free ride on unions, while 
those in ﬁ  rms without a recognized union show no great desire for union-
ization.
Can unions in the United States and United Kingdom (and in other coun-
tries where unions face problems) resurrect their role in delivering services 
to workers and reestablish their bargaining power? Or, is unionism headed 
for obsolescence?
Some analysts argue that the innovative use of the Internet and other 
computer-  related technologies will enable unions to resurrect their role 
(Shostak 1999; Darlington 2000; Freeman and Rogers 2002b; Diamond 
and Freeman 2002). In these analyses, modern information- communication 
technology is a tool to revolutionize the way unions provide services to 
workers that will allow them to reinvent their role in market capitalism and 
regain lost ground. Freeman and Rogers (2002b), in particular, argue that 
the Internet creates the opportunity for unions to develop a new union form, 
labeled open source (OS) unionism, which operates over the Internet and in 
communities as well as at work sites.
Columns (1) and (2) of table 8.1 provide a capsule summary of the 
diﬀerences between Freeman and Rogers’ OS form and traditional union-
ism. As the name suggests, the OS union enlists members and delivers ser-
vices online. It creates a virtual union hall through its website. It oﬀers expert 
information on workplace issues and establishes a place for members to 
exchange views on work-  related issues. Rather than having a one-  size-  ﬁ  ts-
  all membership structure, the OS union charges members based on the ser-
vices they obtain. Freeman and Rogers argue that because OS unions will 
have less power at workplaces than traditional collective bargaining based 
unions, “Open source unions would not be able to turn inward when they 
faced struggle, but would have to look outward. They would be pressured 
to develop a more coherent and attractive public face and become a more 
visible source of stewardship and moral value in the broader economy. Open 
source unions would gain the political clout and social inﬂ  uence that would 
come of its playing a broader public role” (Freeman and Rogers 2002b, 
22–23).
Absent bargaining clout and the potential for workplace actions such as 
strikes, what tools could an OS union have to pressure an employer and inter-
cede on the behalf of workers? It would use online and area-  based oﬄine 
activities to pressure employees. The experience of www.greedyassociates.
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about employment opportunities, shows how eﬀective online pressures can 
be. In the late 1990s, when major law ﬁ  rms paid newly hired associates more 
in Silicon Valley than elsewhere, complaints from associates working outside 
Silicon Valley forced the ﬁ  rms to raise pay in New York and other major cit-
ies, for fear that bad publicity would reduce their chances of recruiting top 
law students in the future. Taras and Gesser (2003) view the message boards 
as potentially “the beginning of a new area of Internet organization marked 
by eﬀortless and instant dissemination of information between similarly 
situated employees”—a virtual union hall. They speculate that other non-
union workers such as bank tellers, software designers, and lab technicians, 
especially those who like lawyers, ﬁ  nd themselves in high demand could 
beneﬁ  t from a similar site, but argue that this “is not a union. It is something 
else” (Taras and Gesser 2003, 26–27).
Table 8.1  The open source union form versus traditional collective bargaining
    Traditional   Open Source form
Membership
By location Workplace-  based Independent of workplace; recruited 
over Internet; local areas outside 
workplace
Employer role Dependent on employer recognition 
and collective bargaining contract
No veto of representation by 
employer
Level of dues High, check-  oﬀ by employer Modest/nominal
Free-  riders Incentive to free ride: U.S. agency 
shop fees
Customized services to members only 
or by fee
Activities
Primary business Collective bargaining Political action on broad worker 
issues; support workers at 
individual employers
Delivery of services Workplace or economic sector 
depending on locus of collective 
bargaining
Internet; local area
Service providers Paid union staﬀers Volunteers at local level
Internet and activist volunteers
Expert bots
Budget High, based on substantial dues 
check- oﬀ
Modest, with potential support from 
traditional unions, grants from 
other groups
Main weakness Depends on getting employer to agree 
to collective bargaining
Depends on getting workers/
community to assist in workplace 
disputes
Source of power
Workplace Industrial action, strikes Information
Outside workplace Political pressure Members at other work sites
        Political pressure; local community
Source: Derived and altered from Freeman and Rogers (2002a).276        Richard B. Freeman and M. Marit Rehavi
The 2002 success of the American Federation of Labor and Congress of 
Industrial Organizations (AFL-  CIO) in gaining severance pay for the non-
union workers who lost their jobs at Enron provides another example. The 
AFL-  CIO combined a website on the plight of these workers (http:/  /  www
.aﬂ  cio.org/ enron/ connections.htm) and an e- mail campaign using its Family 
Network database to bombard creditor committees and Enron executives 
with faxes, telephone calls, and e-  mails on the workers’ behalf with oﬄine 
activity in the form of legal action and campaigns against Enron directors. 
It eventually won the workers thirty-  two million dollars.
Whether unions can create a viable worker- based organization outside of 
collective bargaining and carry out campaigns like these on a regular basis 
is unclear. These nascent online eﬀorts might develop into a new form for 
mediating between workers and employers or they may turn out to be a digi-
tal form of public relations in support of traditional collective bargaining- 
based unions and their political goals. Simply adopting Internet and related 
technologies, as many unions have done (Diamond and Freeman 2002; Free-
man 2005; Newman 2005; Stevens and Greer 2005) is not suﬃcient. For a 
new union form to succeed it has to ﬁ  nd packages of services for workers 
outside of collective bargaining at costs that workers will pay, outperform 
competitor suppliers of those services, and overcome employer and anti-
union consultant use of online as well as oﬄine access to workers.
The history of the Knights of Labor, who organized huge numbers of 
workers outside of collective bargaining in the United States in the 1880s, 
is a warning from labor history that noncollective bargaining organizations 
can prove unstable. Between 1885 and 1886, the Knights grew from about 
100,000 members to 700,000 members by admitting all workers (except for 
lawyers, bankers, liquor dealers, and gamblers) regardless of whether the 
workers were part of an organization that attained a collective contract. 
Some chapters of the Knights bargained collectively, but the Knights grew 
as a social movement. Faced with employer pressure, however, the Knights 
lost membership in the late 1880s and were defunct by the end of the century 
(Voss 1993; Weir 1996). The lesson that Samuel Gompers and other founders 
of the American Federation of Labor drew from the Knights’ experience 
was that business unionism, in which skilled craft workers gain collective 
bargaining contracts with employers, was the sole viable union form. The 
industrial unionism of the 1930s and 1940s seemed to conﬁ  rm the view that 
unionism was essentially synonymous with collective bargaining contracts 
with employers.
This study examines two union innovations in the United States and 
United Kingdom that challenge this orthodoxy in diﬀerent ways:1 Work-
ing America (WA), the AFL-  CIO’s “community aﬃliate” that enrolls 
members by canvassing them at their homes and over the Internet (www
1. Freeman (2005) describes other ways unions have used the Internet.Helping Workers Online and Oﬄine    2 7 7
.workingamerica.org); and www.unionreps.org.uk, the Trade Union Con-
gress’ discussion board for worker representatives that enables representa-
tives to communicate about workplace issues directly without going through 
union staﬀ or employers. It considers whether combining these and other 
innovations could produce an open-  source union form that would prosper 
in the Internet era and avoid the fate of the Knights.
8.1    Working  America
The problem facing U.S. unionism is that private sector density and col-
lective bargaining coverage have been falling steadily. In 2007, 7.5 percent 
of private-  sector wage and salary workers and 12.1 percent of all wage 
and salary workers were union members (see http:/  /  www.bls.gov/  news
.release/  union2.nr0.htm), which put private-  sector density 13 percentage 
points below the density in 1980 and put overall density 10.5 points lower 
than in 1980. Density did, however, roughly stabilize between 2006 and 2007, 
suggesting that the greater allocation of resources to organizing that the 
AFL- CIO encouraged among its aﬃliates and the formation of the Change-
 to- Win coalition (http:/ / www.changetowin.org/ ) may have helped arrest the 
downward trend in unionization. But perhaps this is a just a blip of stability 
before union density continues on its long trend downward.
As far as we can tell from public opinion surveys, the downward trend in 
density does not reﬂ  ect workers’ loss of interest in union services. To the con-
trary, opinion surveys show that over half of U.S. nonmanagerial nonunion 
workers wanted trade unions to represent them in dealing with employers in 
the mid-  2000s—an increase over the 40 or so percent of nonunion workers 
who said they wanted unions in the 1990s and the roughly 30 percent who 
so reported in the 1980s. An even larger proportion of workers—upward of 
three quarters—say that they want some workplace organization exclusive 
of a collective bargaining union to represent them to their employer (Free-
man and Rogers 2006, chapter 1).
The adversarial nature of organizing contests has contributed to the ero-
sion of U.S. union density. Unionization drives are typically hard-  fought 
battles that pit workers who desire to unionize against managements who do 
not want unions because union-  induced increases in compensation reduce 
proﬁ  ts and union work rules limit managers’ power at workplaces. Firms 
typically spend large sums of money to counter organizing campaigns and 
some engage in questionable or illegal actions to deter workers’ eﬀorts to 
unionize.
For readers unfamiliar with tactics employed to counter union organiz-
ing campaigns, the 2007 independent arbitrator’s report on Yale University 
Hospital’s eﬀorts to thwart an organizing drive is illustrative. The hospital 
agreed with the city of New Haven and the Service Employees International 
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that, the agreement notwithstanding, the hospital and its labor relation con-
sultant broke federal labor law, violated its own agreement, and regularly 
lied to subvert the election process (Kern 2007). Finding that the company’s 
actions made it impossible for workers to choose to unionize in an election 
setting, the arbitrator ordered Yale Hospital to pay 2.3 million dollars to the 
union for its organizing expenses and to pay 2.2 million dollars to workers—
the amount the hospital had spent on the consultants ﬁ  ghting worker eﬀorts 
to organize—on the grounds that this represented the minimal amount the 
employer thought workers might have gained from unionization.2
American unions have pursued three strategies to counter their erod-
ing density and management opposition to unions that engage in col-
lective bargaining. First, unions have pressed Congress to enact laws to 
restrict management’s ability to contest organizing eﬀorts and avoid col-
lective agreement when unions gain majority status. The mid-  2000s ve-
hicle for this is the Employee Free Choice Act (EFCA) (see http:/  /  araw.org/
 takeaction/ efca/ index.cfm).  It  requires  ﬁ  rms to recognize a union when a 
majority of workers sign cards for the union. Card check removes the option 
for management to campaign against the union in a National Labor Rela-
tions Board election and lowers the length and cost of organizing cam-
paigns. Employee Free Choice Act also requires ﬁ  rms and unions to seek 
ﬁ  rst contract mediation and arbitration when employers cannot reach a 
contract with a newly formed union. Finally, the proposed law raises the 
penalties on employers for unfair labor practices against workers seeking 
to unionize.
Second, unions have sought recognition from employers outside the 
framework of the National Labor Relations Act’s electoral process. They 
pressure management to be neutral in organizing campaigns. Unions with 
collective bargaining contracts bargain that the ﬁ  rm remain neutral in orga-
nizing drives in other plants. The successes from these activities have been 
too limited to aﬀect the trend decline in union density.
Third is the strategy that we study: organizing workers outside of collective 
bargaining. Some unions—teachers, ﬁ  reﬁ  ghters, and police in some states in 
the public sector—have organized locals for workers even though state law 
does not allow for collective bargaining. These unions lobby legislatures and 
other government oﬃcials on behalf of members. In the private sector, the 
Communication Workers (Nack and Tarlau 2005) has a local in IBM (www
.allianceibm.org), even though it has little chance of gaining a collective con-
2. U.S. labor law also makes it diﬃcult for noncollective bargaining institutions to operate 
at the workplace. Section 8a2 of the Taft-  Hartley Act makes it illegal for ﬁ  rms to set up or 
help workers set up nonunion groups within an enterprise to confer with management over 
issues relating to worker concerns for fear that such groups would be “company unions.” In 
principle, labor law protects minority unionism as much (or as little) as majority unionism but 
unions have generally eschewed providing services to groups who can obtain only minority 
union status on the grounds that without collective bargaining they could not raise suﬃcient 
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tract, and has locals for other workers in the IT sector. These unions use the 
Internet to connect to members and marshal information and publicity. But 
the biggest and arguably most successful eﬀort to sign up workers outside of 
collective bargaining is the AFL-  CIO’s Working America.
8.1.1      What Is Working America?
The AFL- CIO describes Working America (WA) as a membership- based 
“community aﬃliate” for the millions of workers who say they want unions 
but cannot get union recognition at their workplace. Working America can-
vasses people in their homes and over the Internet to join the aﬃliate, so that 
the employer has no power to aﬀect their decision. In summer 2004, WA 
hired staﬀ in ten cities in ﬁ  ve states to recruit members in urban neighbor-
hoods with many union members, on the notion that people in those areas 
would have favorable views of unions (Greenhouse 2004). In contrast to the 
associate membership schemes that AFL-  CIO aﬃliates tried in the 1980s 
and 1990s to attract workers for whom they could not gain collective con-
tracts, WA stresses participation in a social movement as the prime reason 
to join. To avoid any conﬂ  ict with aﬃliate unions, it only enrolls persons 
who are not otherwise members of a union. In addition to communicating 
with members through telephone calls and mailings, WA uses its website 
(www.workingamerica.org) to connect with workers and regularly e-  mails 
members. It conducts Internet polls of preferences to ascertain the issues on 
which members want it to campaign and organizes online actions that ask 
members to e-  mail Congress or other decision-  makers on particular issues 
and to pass messages to others, and organizes oﬄine activities where it asks 
members to contact decision-  makers as well. It has an active get-  out-  the-
 vote  drive.
The leadership of WA are AFL- CIO staﬀers. In this respect WA resembles 
a Nongovernmental Organization (NGO) rather than a union, whose mem-
bers elect their leadership. Perhaps the closest comparable organization is 
the American Association for Retired Persons, which has established itself 
as a key group in issues relating to retirees, enlisting millions of members 
at low dues ($12.50 for a person and his or her spouse in 2007) and raising 
most of its budget in other ways.
When WA ﬁ  rst sent canvassers to ask workers to join a noncollective bar-
gaining union aﬃliate, the organization was uncertain of the response they 
would get. The survey data that showed a latent demand for unionism did 
not ask about a nonworkplace-  based union aﬃliate with the attributes of 
Working America. Perhaps workers wanted collective bargaining—or noth-
ing at all—and would reject a nonworkplace-  based organization. Perhaps 
their responses to hypothetical questions on unionism would prove to be a 
bad indicator of future behavior (McClennan 2007).
The responses to the canvassing eﬀort were striking. Two-  thirds of the 
people WA contacted joined the organization. By fall 2004 WA had 400,000 280        Richard B. Freeman and M. Marit Rehavi
members. In 2007 it had 2,000,000 members, making it one of the fastest- 
growing groups in U.S. labor history. Targeting urban areas in likely swing 
states in national politics, WA amassed 700,000 members in Ohio, over 
one-  quarter of a million in Pennsylvania, and over 90,000 in Kentucky, 
Virginia, Minnesota, and Michigan. It also obtained sizable numbers in 
Florida, Missouri, Washington, and Oregon, among other states. Some 89 
percent of participants gave phone numbers so they could be contacted, and 
one-  third provided e-  mail addresses, an increase over the proportion that 
had provided e-  mails to canvassers when WA ﬁ  rst began signing up mem-
bers. As of mid-  2007 WA had 250 to 300 organizers making approximately 
250,000 contacts per month. If it maintained the two-thirds success rate that 
it had earlier, this would translate into 170,000 new members per month, or 
about two million recruits per year. Additionally, the organization recruited 
135,000 members through online eﬀorts, giving it members in New York, 
California, Massachusetts, and other states where it did not canvass people 
in their homes.
Given the geographic mobility of Americans and changes in interest, 
some WA members invariably lose their connection to the organization over 
time, producing a natural rate of depreciation in the stock of members. This 
means that to maintain a constant stock the organization must continually 
recruit new members. We do not have adequate data to estimate the rate 
of depreciation, which likely varies across areas, demographic groups, and 
with the method of recruitment, political events, and the business cycle. But 
with WA making roughly three million contacts at the door in 2007 to 2008, 
membership will continue to grow at any plausible depreciation rate. The 
estimated cost of signing up new members is about eight dollars per member, 
which compares to the $2,000 or so that it costs a union to obtain a new mem-
ber in collective bargaining (Freeman 2004). At this writing, WA does not 
require that its members pay dues. Rather, it relies on outside funding, mostly 
from the AFL-  CIO, for its budget. It also asks for voluntary contributions 
of $25, which it has obtained from about 10 percent of new members.
8.1.2      Who Joins Working America?
Table 8.2 shows that the demographics of WA’s membership closely mim-
ics the demographics of the U.S. population: 37 percent of members have 
at least a two-  year college degree, 41 percent say that they attend church at 
least weekly, about one third report themselves as “born again,” and one in 
three own a gun or supports the National Riﬂ  e Association. Most members 
describe themselves as moderate and conservative, and about half say they 
are neither strong Democrats nor Republicans.
With its limited budget, WA needs an “activist” core of members to vol-
unteer to take action on its behalf. As a way to identify potential activists, 
WA canvassers ask new members to write to their Congressperson or some 
other oﬃcial about an issue that matters to them. The canvassers promise Helping Workers Online and Oﬄine    2 8 1
to pick up and mail the letter later that day. Approximately 20 to 25 per-
cent of new members undertake this action. In 2007 WA asked its members 
who had provided e- mail addresses (approximately 263,000 at mid- year) to 
undertake online activities such as sending e- mail protests to public oﬃcials 
or sending e-  mail messages to friends or relatives about the issue. Members 
who joined online were more active and committed than those who joined 
through the canvass and provided their e-  mail: although just 18 percent of 
WA’s e-  mail database comes from those who joined on the Internet, those 
persons accounted for 60 percent of the online advocacy actions. To see 
whether online activists would assist WA outside of cyberspace, four ﬁ  eld 
oﬃces asked the online activists in their area to attend meetings on local 
issues and found that about 80 percent did so.
8.1.3      What Does Working America Do?
Working America’s website oﬀers members and others who join in its 
campaigns involvement in a social movement that it markets as having “the 
priorities that matter most to working people . . . (and that can) . . . make a 
diﬀerence for your community, for America and for your working family.” 
While from Mancur Olson (1965) on, economists have stressed the need for 
some personal incentives to get people involved in organizations, studies of 
volunteering and charitable activity suggest that by itself the “warm glow” 
of participation (Andreoni 1990) can motivate behavior. Behavioral and 
neuro-  economics demonstrate that concern for fairness is deeply rooted in 
the human psyche (Kahneman, Knetsch, and Thaler 1986). Experiments 
show that consumers are willing to pay more for goods made under good 
labor practices (Hiscox and Smyth 2006). Working America canvassers 
Table 8.2  Attributes of working America
1.  Organizing activity as of winter 2007
Budget ~$7.5 million (per year)
Organizers 250–300
Cost per recruit $11.00
Members recruited online in 2007 134,796
2.  Demographics of membership WA U.S. adults
Two-  year college degree or more 37% 36%
Attend church at least weekly 41% 40%
Own a gun 32% 35%
Had parents in union 39%
3.  Online attributes of members
Members who provide e-  mail 263,000
  Percentage who join online 18%
Actions online 59,058
  Percentage from members who join online   60%  
Source: Participant presentations, Harvard seminar on Working America, November 13–14, 
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report that people say that they join at the doorstep because they believe 
that being part of a group gives them inﬂ  uence in local or national policies 
that they would never have as individuals.
Working America also oﬀers considerable information to workers on its 
website on such issues as health care beneﬁ  ts, the subprime mortgage crisis, 
and rights at work. Figure 8.1 illustrates four features of the website. “Ask a 
Lawyer” uses volunteer lawyers from unions or associated law ﬁ  rms to answer 
questions about legal issues that arise at workplaces. In 2007, visitors to the 
website asked over 200 questions per month, with most of the questions 
coming from persons new to WA. The site also solicits information from its 
members. Working America’s most popular feature in 2007 was a contest 
called “My Bad Boss,” where people reported on horrid work situations. It 
is unclear whether reading these stories made the typical worker feel better 
about his or her situation or added to the desire to seek some workplace 
organization. The “Health Care Hustle” was a similar feature focused on 
problems with health care. “Word on the Street” is a blog where canvassers 
report their experiences. Members of Working America get access to beneﬁ  ts 
through the AFL-  CIO and its Union Plus programs. The beneﬁ  ts include 
health care via Union Plus Health Savings; a half hour of free legal advice 
and reduced fees from participating lawyers (Union Plus Legal Service); and 
an inexpensive Mastercard (Working America credit card). But these are 
treated as minor add-  ons rather than selling points of membership.
Membership gives persons the right to vote on the website for the issues 
of greatest importance to them. In 2007 about 40,000 members voted that 
health care was the number one issue for which they wanted the organization 
to campaign. Local chapters have lobbied for minimum wages in Oregon 
and Pennsylvania, funding for health care in Seattle and for school spend-
ing in other areas. The focus of WA on societal issues rather than problems 
at particular ﬁ  rms has led WA to assess its success in part by the extent to 
which its members turn out in elections and vote for candidates favored 
by the AFL-  CIO. Working America’s internal assessments suggest that the 
organization succeeds in doing this to a similar extent as collective bargain-
ing unions do for their members.3
While WA is the largest U.S. union innovation that operates outside of 
collective bargaining, it falls short of the Open Source model in several ways. 
It does not oﬀer members assistance in dealing with their employer. In fact, 
while the organization asks members about their industry and occupation, it 
does not ask for their place of employment. It does not oﬀer a forum for dis-
cussion among members that might help create leadership and new actions 
from members independently of the national or local leadership. Working 
3. These assessments fall short of an ideal methodology for testing the eﬀects of WA on 
voting. They do not, for instance, compare the voting of WA members to that of people with 
similar initial views in the same area or to that of persons with similar views in areas that do 
not have WA chapters.Fig. 8.1    Features of the Working America website284        Richard B. Freeman and M. Marit Rehavi
America’s Washington- based leaders determine its activities, which makes it 
more like a nongovernmental organization, such as AARP, than a member-
 driven  union.
8.1.4      Can WA Maintain/  Increase Membership and Achieve 
Financial Independence if It Remains Focused on 
Broad Social Issues and Political Action?
There is historic precedence and arguments on both sides of this question. 
The collapse of the Knights of Labor shows that labor organizations that are 
primarily social movements can decline quickly under pressure. The success 
of the AARP shows that an organization that charges minimal dues and 
lobbies on behalf of retired workers is viable in the United States. Models of 
group formation in which persons join because their neighbors join predict 
that such organizations should be less stable than organizations in which 
persons join solely for personal gain (Centola 2007). To the extent that WA’s 
spurt in membership beneﬁ  ted from two terms of a Republican presidential 
administration aligned with business, the election of an administration more 
attuned to workers’ interests could dampen the desire for WA, since the 
government would be undertaking desired actions in any case. On the other 
hand, a favorable national government might increase desire to participate 
in the organization. We suspect that the organization will eventually have 
to ﬁ  nd ways to support workers at their place of employment to become a 
viable form. With a large membership in diﬀerent parts of the country, WA 
has the potential to experiment with alternative ways to do this and ﬁ  nd the 
best mix of services and dues for its survival.
8.2    www.unionreps.org.uk.
British unions face a diﬀerent problem than U.S. unions. Union density 
in the United Kingdom fell in the 1980s and 1990s, then stabilized in the 
2000s at about 29 percent of the workforce. In 2006 private-  sector union-
ism was 18 percent—two- and- a- half times the density in the United States. 
United Kingdom employers do not ﬁ  ght vehemently against unionism, pre-
sumably because collective bargaining does not cost ﬁ  rms much—the esti-
mated union wage premium is close to zero (Blanchﬂ  ower and Bryson 2004). 
Government-  funded national health care removes one of the major cost 
items associated with collective bargaining in the United States. The chal-
lenge for unions in the United Kingdom is to attract workers even though 
it is unable to win a sizeable union premium for them, rather than to cir-
cumvent employer opposition. About 40 percent of workers in workplaces 
with collective bargaining see no need to join the organization. Unions have 
modest budgets and staﬀs and rely on voluntary workers or union repre-
sentatives to deliver services at the workplace and to sign up new workers 
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to most workers. Representatives work a median of two to ﬁ  ve hours per 
week with their employer, typically paying for the time they spend as reps 
at the workplace but not paying for time spent outside the workplace. Pro-
viding services through volunteers limits the amount of direct control that 
the unions have over the quality and types of services provided. Reps spend 
much of their time on health and safety issues and in dealing with employee 
problems with the way management treats workers, and smaller amounts 
of time making sure workers are paid the wages and beneﬁ  ts in the contract 
and protecting the security of employment (see appendix).
Pondering the problem of U.K. unions enrolling members at organized 
worksites, Darlington (2001) and Diamond and Freeman (2002) argue that 
unions need to improve and personalize their services to members. One plau-
sible way to improve services is to raise the knowledge and skills of union 
reps. The greater the tenure and intensity of reps’ eﬀorts, the less costly is 
the union investment in their knowledge and skills relative to the services 
delivered. In the OS model, unions would use the Internet to give greater 
services to dues- payers in organized sites and less service to visitors at union 
websites. Our U.K. innovation www.unionreps.org.uk is designed to harness 
the knowledge of the voluntary reps to improve services to workers at low 
cost to union staﬀ.
8.2.1    What  Is  unionreps.org?
It is a website restricted to unique representatives who receive a unique 
password when they sign up that seeks to create an online community for 
them to discuss issues that arise as part of their representative duties. The 
Trade Unions Congress (TUC) launched unionreps.org in 2003. In Febru-
ary 2006, the site had 8,400 subscribers—3.4 percent of the approximately 
250,000 representatives in the United Kingdom—and had 16,818 hits per 
month. The users come from a range of unions, industries, and geographic 
regions that is representative of the U.K. union movement.4
The main feature of the site is a set of topical bulletin boards on which 
reps pose questions that other representatives can answer. In principle, this 
harnesses the collective wisdom of union reps to deal with workplace prob-
lems (Surowiecki 2003). By enabling all representatives to beneﬁ  t from ques-
tions and answers between two or more reps and providing an archive of 
previous questions and answers, the site harnesses economies of scale in its 
provision of information. It permits asynchronous communication, since 
4. Forty- seven percent are in the public sector, 36 percent worked in industry, and 17 percent 
from the service sector. By comparison, 57 percent of union members are in the public sector, 
23 percent in industry, and 19 percent in service sector jobs. Thirty-  ﬁ  ve percent of unionreps.
org users live in the Southern/  Eastern region, 12 percent in Scotland, and 9 percent live in 
Wales. These ﬁ  gures compare to 35 percent of union members residing in the Southern/ Eastern 
region, 10 percent in Scotland, and 6 percent in Wales. Department of Trade and Industry 
(DTI), Employment Market Analysis and Research, April 2005, Trade Union Membership 
2004, tables 3, 7, 27.286        Richard B. Freeman and M. Marit Rehavi
users can post questions and answers whenever they have time. The site also 
provides resources directly to the reps, sends a weekly newsletter to subscrib-
ers to inform them of the latest TUC news, events, and training opportuni-
ties, and contains links to union-  related news stories and to other websites 
and materials that may be of use to reps. It polls reps about such things as 
the usefulness of online training. Because content on the site comes mainly 
from the voluntary eﬀorts of reps, the site requires limited maintenance by 
TUC staﬀ and costs little to run.
The TUC site resembles peer-  to-  peer Internet information sharing sites, 
such as the gnutella network for sharing music, where 70 percent of members 
free ride and small groups provide the bulk of the material (Adar and Huber-
man 2000), and usenet news groups, where anonymous users post information 
and answer questions (Resnick et al. 2000). Because such sites can be destroyed 
by maliciously given or erroneous information, their success requires that the 
vast majority of users act in a trustworthy way. This has produced an extensive 
information sciences and sociology literature on trust and online coopera-
tion in virtual communities (Rheingold 1993; Kollak 1999; Jones, Ravid, and 
Rafaeli 2004; Bishop 2007). The site www.unionreps.org.uk has some advan-
tages in this respect over other information-  sharing websites. Only genuine 
reps using their regular union e-  mails and full names have access to the sites. 
Moreover, the union community is a connected world, so that these worker 
reps may encounter each other (or common acquaintances) in the union hall 
or at union conferences. Individuals can build reputations for giving accurate 
responses and their online actions can follow them into the oﬄine world.
8.2.2      How Does www.unionreps.org.uk Work?
To answer this question and ﬁ  nd out whether the site helped union reps 
deal with workplace issues, raised their morale, and created an online com-
munity of union activists, working with the TUC staﬀers who developed the 
site, we gathered three types of data on potential and actual users.
First, we surveyed two types of union reps: reps undergoing TUC train-
ing between November 2003 and April 2004,5 who were introduced to the 
site and encouraged to use it (herein the TUC training sample); and online 
union reps who used the website independent of TUC training. We obtained 
857 usable responses from the training sample and 411 usable responses 
from the online sample, which gave us the largest sample of union reps in 
the United Kingdom.
Second, we created a data set that follows postings that reps placed on the 
5. To improve the skills of workplace representatives, the TUC runs short training sessions 
around the country. Each year some 37,000 reps—or 15 percent of the total—are involved in 
a TUC training program. Our sample of trainees comes from two sources: in fall 2003, instruc-
tors at TUC training centers gave surveys to the worker representatives who passed through 
the centers; additionally, the TUC mailed copies of the survey directly to 1,000 previous TUC 
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website from June to December 2003. At the time of our study, unionreps
.org.uk had ﬁ  ve bulletin boards: education, equality, health and safety, law 
and representation, and organization and recruitment.6 Figure 8.2 shows 
the distribution of postings across the areas. We took all postings from the 
bulletin board save for the health and safety area. We categorized the ques-
tions and responses by the individual who posted the comment, the time it 
was posted, and the thread (query) to which it belonged. This meant that 
we coded the data as Xﬁ  t, where X is a variable reﬂ  ecting the content of the 
question or response, f identiﬁ  es the thread to which it belongs; i relates to 
the person making the posting; and t is the time of the response. The X vari-
ables included the content of the query/  response, whether it gave or asked 
for oﬀ- site contact, whether it referred to oﬃcial data (from the union or the 
government), its relevance to the initial question, and so on. We use these 
data to analyze the dynamics of the online discussion.
Third, we conducted a longitudinal survey of persons in our initial cross-
  sectional survey. This follow-  up survey was conducted in 2005 to 2006. We 
obtained 266 responses from the group who received TUC training and 129 
responses from the group of reps who were initially users of the site. This 
enabled us to examine whether the trainees who were introduced to the site 
as part of their training used the site in the future and whether use of the 
site inﬂ  uenced users over time.
When we began the research, it was debatable whether the typical union 
reps were Internet ready to make a website part of their representative activi-
ties. As table 8.3 shows, we found that most representatives were so ready: 45 
percent of reps surveyed at TUC training centers reported using the Internet 
daily; another 21 percent said they used it at least twice a week. Most had 
access to the Internet at home. The table also shows that subscribers to 
unionreps.org use the Internet more frequently. There was little diﬀerence in 
6. In November 2004, the TUC added a pensions bulletin board to www.unionreps.org.uk.
Fig. 8.2    Main areas of bulletin board discussion288        Richard B. Freeman and M. Marit Rehavi
use of the Internet between men and women, and across age groups.7 Most 
important, many union reps report that they used the Internet in the course 
of their representative duties for a wide spectrum of activities.
The sample of subscribers made greater use of the Internet for repre-
sentative duties than did the TUC trainees, but even the trainees (who had 
not yet been introduced to the site) used the Internet regularly for their 
representative duties—indeed, more so than for other union activity or on 
their jobs. Both groups used the Internet to learn about employment regu-
lations and training opportunities, to communicate with the workers they 
represent, with other worker representatives, and with union oﬃcials. Given 
these rates of Internet access and usage it is clear that a web- based resource 
can reach most union representatives.8 Indicative of how users view the site, 
Table 8.3  Union reps Internet use





Use Internet daily 45 87
Use Internet often
  For  rep  duties 32 63
  Other  union  activities 24 50
  Regular  job 30 43
Use source often or very often
  Training  material 42 43
  Union  staﬀ 34 29
  Internet 31 66
  Older/exp  workers 31 22
  TUC 5 5
Use Internet as part of rep work to ﬁ  nd out about
  Training  possibilities 61 78
    Worker rights and legislation 82 96
  Pay/working  conditions  elsewhere 43 60
    To inform workers of union/activities 60 76
    To communicate with workers 69
    To keep in touch/exchange information with
  Union  oﬃcials 56 72
    Other  union  reps 59 80
    Other  unions/worker  orgs 38 60
Visit website often
  Own  union  site 9 19
  TUC  site 6 11
  Unionreps  site   3   15
Source: Unionreps.org data ﬁ  les.
7. Those aged sixty and older are slightly less likely to use the Internet daily, but even 75 
percent of those aged sixty and older report using the Internet more than once a week.
8. In the United States this could be more complicated. The NLRB’s December 2007 ruling 
that ﬁ  rms in the United States may prohibit workers from using their work e-  mail systems to 
send union-  related e-  mails could complicate eﬀorts to use e-  mail to reach those who mainly 
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over three quarters of those in our online survey report that they recom-
mended the site to a friend. This, plus the growing number of subscribers to 
the site, suggest that many users ﬁ  nd the site valuable.
8.2.3      What Does Analysis of Threads Tell Us?
The bulletin board at unionreps.org depends on questions posed by union 
reps, who post their question because they expect someone else on the site 
can help answer it in a reasonable time period. Whether this in fact occurs 
should depend on the number of persons on the site who could answer the 
question relative to the number of other questions on the site. The more 
persons on the site, the greater will be the chance of getting a useful response 
and the higher the value of posting a question. Contrarily, if the site is 
loaded with questions and has few people giving answers, the chance of 
getting an answer is likely to be small, which should discourage reps from 
posting their problem. A simple diﬀerence equation captures this relation. 
Let Qt  the number of new questions on the site in time t; Rt–1 be the number 
of responses to questions in the previous period; and Qt–1 be the number of 
questions in the previous period, Qt–1. Then we have a supply-  of-  questions 
equation:
(1)  Qt  f(Rt–1, Qt–1) with partial derivatives f1  0, f2  0, f11  0, f22  0.
From the threads on the site for 2004, we calculated the number of new 
questions in our sample per month—the arrival rate of questions—at 
approximately 100 per month.
Replies to question are the other side of the market for threads. Assuming 
that subscribers arrive and check questions on the site randomly, we hypoth-
esize that the decision to answer a question depends on the number of ques-
tions on the site, the individuals’ expertise, and their assessment of whether 
someone else might answer the question, which depends on the number 
of replies on the site. While it is possible that subscribers could compete 
over replies, which would generate lots of replies, we expect that free-  riding 
behavior will create a negative feedback, so that persons are less likely to 
answer if they believe many other reps will do so (letting Nigel answer the 
posts). Formally, we write the number of replies to questions in period t, Rt, 
depends positively on the number of questions in the previous period and 
negatively on the number of responses in the previous period, Rt–1:
(2)  Rt  g(Qt–1, Rt–1) with partial derivatives g1  0, g2  0, g11  0, g22  0.
In this equation, replies fall when there are many replies, consistent with 
the ﬁ  nding by Jones, Ravid, and Rafaeli (2004) that persons on usenet sites 
tend to end active participation when mass interaction increases.
To examine the supply of replies in our sample, we tabulated the distribu-
tion of responses to threads. Column (1) of table 8.4 shows that just 11 per-
cent of the questions received no answers. On average, a question obtained 
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dispersion in the number of responses per answer. Over 12 percent of threads 
received more than ﬁ  ve responses and one obtained thirty-  six replies. This 
distribution diﬀers greatly from what one would expect if responses were 
randomly assigned to questions. Column (2) gives the distribution of all 
threads on the site in 2004. In the population, 12 percent of threads received 
no answers, essentially the same rate as in our sample. The general shape of 
the distribution of responses per thread is similar. The average number of 
responses per question was 3.5 and 15 percent of threads generated more 
than ﬁ  ve responses.
The timing of replies to questions is important. If a posted question does 
not get a reply quickly, representatives are likely to be discouraged from 
posting questions. Fast responses should increase the number of questions. 
In our data the median number of days before a ﬁ  rst response was one day: 
35 percent of questions received a response the same day it was posted, and 
22 percent received a response by the next day. Nearly two-  thirds of all 
questions received a response within two days, and over 80 percent within 
a week.
To see if the responses helped resolve the issue that the question raised, 
we read all of the responses and coded them as to whether they “moved 
the thread toward answering the initial post.” Table 8.5 shows that three-
  quarters of the responses did that. One-  fourth did not. The one-  fourth of 
responses that did not move toward answering the initial post were often 
at the end of a thread, suggesting that the thread drifted oﬀ target as per-
sons responded to previous responses as opposed to the initial inquiry. 
Such patterns have been found in the telephone game, where people repeat 
a message along a line, inadvertently altering it (see http:/ / en.wikipedia.org/
 wiki/ Telephone_(game)). To verify this interpretation, we regressed the per-
Table 8.4  Distribution of responses to threads
  Number of responses   Our sample (%) (350)   Total (%) (1,090)  
0 39 (11) 126 (12)
1 63 (18) 187 (17)
2 79 (23) 233 (21)
3 52 (15) 173 (16)
4 37 (11) 126 (12)
5 35 (10) 87 (8)
6 14 (4) 47 (4)
7 8 (2) 40 (4)
8 7 (2) 18 (2)
9 4 (1) 18 (2)
10 4 (1) 11 (1)
  10   8 (2)   24 (2)  
Source: Sample data, from sampled threads, July 2003 to December 2003. Total subscriber 
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centage of responses that help move the question along on the position of 
the response in the thread (number 2 being the ﬁ  rst response to the question, 
number 3 for the next response, and so on). The regression gave a statistically 
signiﬁ  cant coeﬃcient of –0.0289 on the number of the response, indicating 
that the proportion of responses that helped to answer the initial post fell 
by 0.28 points as the number on a response increased by ten.
We also examined whether responses that gave factual answers referenced 
a source of information for their response. One-  third of responses gave a 
source. In an additional 30 percent, personal experience was the source. 
When there was more than one response to a question, a large proportion 
concurred or expanded on the previous thread, while just 4 percent of replies 
disagreed with an earlier posting, suggesting a general concordance in views 
about particular situations. In short, the site succeeds through most ques-
tions obtaining responses quickly in ways that resolve the issue.
Bulletin boards do not rely on prices to equilibrate supply and demand. 
Absent a price mechanism, the model of equations (1) and (2) makes the 
number of questions and replies themselves the mechanism that brings the 
market into equilibrium. By relating the supply of questions positively to 
responses and negatively to past questions and relating responses positively 
to questions and negatively to past responses, the model essentially makes 
Table 8.5  Responses that moved toward answering the question posed (broken out 
by position of the response on the thread)
 
Response number 
(1  question poster)  
Fraction that move toward 

















  15 or more   0.41   29  
Source: Subscriber data, courtesy site (December 8, 2004).
9. The equation regresses the dependent variable, percentage of responses that help move 
the question along, P, on the number of responses in the thread (N). The resultant estimated 
equation is P  0.82 – .028 (.006) N, with n  14 and an R2 of 0.62.292        Richard B. Freeman and M. Marit Rehavi
replies per question operate as a pseudo-  price. Examining the likely shapes 
of the supply of questions and responses in ﬁ  gure 8.3, we see that the equa-
tions can produce a stable equilibrium with a ﬁ  xed ratio of replies to ques-
tions. Starting the process with a given number of questions (Q∗), the nega-
tive second partial derivative of the supply of questions to the number of 
responses implies that increases in responses have an increasingly small eﬀect 
on the supply of questions. Similarly, the second derivative of the supply of 
responses to the number of questions is also negative, so that increases in 
questions have an increasingly small eﬀect on the supply of responses. This 
generates a ﬁ  xed ratio of replies to questions in equilibrium.
8.2.4      Do Users of the Site Divide between Those Who Pose Questions 
and Those Who Answer Them, or Do Users Work “Both Sides of 
the Market,” Depending on the Situation?
To answer this question, we divided our sample into three groups: those 
who only posted questions, those who only posted answers, and those who 
did both. The largest group only post answers (48 percent), the smallest 
group only posts questions (22 percent), while the remaining 30 percent 
operated on both sides of the market. This means that of those who give 
answers, 38 percent ( 30/  78) also ask questions, while of those who ask 
questions 58 percent ( 30/  52) also give answers, so that among both pos-
ers of questions and responders to queries a substantial number of persons 
work both sides of the market.
Fig. 8.3    Equilibrium in the market for threads
Notes: The question curve starts at some positive value Q∗ and rises at a declining rate. The 
response curve starts at zero and rises at an increasing rate.Helping Workers Online and Oﬄine    2 9 3
Figure 8.4 displays the frequency of posting (questions and responses) 
by individuals. The data follow a power law, with many people posting a 
small number of times and a few persons posting many times. Regressing 
the natural log of the number of individuals posting a given number of 
posts (ln freq) on the natural log of the number of posts (ln number) gives 
the following relation:
(3) ln(freq)   5.27 – 1.58  (0.08) ln(number),
where the number in parenthesis is the standard error of the estimate.10
Dividing postings between questions posed and replies, the data (not 
given in the ﬁ  gure) show that the questions are less concentrated among a 
small number of persons than are replies. The top 5 percent of persons in 
terms of the number of questions posed asked 29 percent of all the ques-
tions, whereas the top 5 percent of persons who answered questions gave 35 
percent of the total number of answers. But both distributions diverge from 
the distributions that would arise if the number of postings were determined 
“randomly,” in the sense that each representative had a similar probability 
of making a posting per time unit in a period of n independent time units. 
In that case, the distribution of postings would be binomial and the vari-
ance of the number of postings would be smaller than the mean number 
of postings.11 The data show the opposite: higher variances than means. 
Put diﬀerently, the actual distribution of questions per person (responses 
per person) is less concentrated around the mean number of questions per 
person (responses per person) than under the random model. This implies 
Fig. 8.4    Postings per person follows a power law
Note: The power law regression: ln number of people who post N times  5.27 – 1.58 (0.08) ln 
N R2 is 0.95.
10. The sample size is 22 and the R2 is 0.95 in this regression.
11. If X is the number of postings and X is generated by a binomial process where in each of 
n periods a person has the probability p of making a posting, then the expected value of X is np 
and the variance of X is np(1 – p), so that the variance is smaller than the mean.294        Richard B. Freeman and M. Marit Rehavi
considerable heterogeneity in posing and answering questions. Some repre-
sentatives are more willing to pose questions or have more problems at their 
workplace than others, while some other representatives are either more 
willing to answer questions or have greater experience and knowledge to 
share than other representatives.
Finally, we examined the extent to which online interactions led to oﬀ- 
line linkages. Seven percent of responses, covering 17 percent of threads, 
advised the person who posed the question to contact a union or TUC 
oﬃcial, which would take them oﬀ the site. Although less than 3 percent 
of questions included oﬀsite contact info and only 7 percent of responses 
did, even a modest listing of contact information could produce substantial 
oﬀsite contacts, since many persons are on the site often and may only list 
their contact information once. On some of the boards, moreover, there 
was more direction to oﬀsite contacts. Roughly a third of the threads on the 
“Education, Learning and Skills” bulletin board contain such oﬀsite contact 
information, for example. Over time, the percentage of threads with oﬀsite 
information rose from 25 percent in 2003 to 40 percent in 2004.
That some discussions go oﬀsite suggests that analyses of the threads on 
the board understate the impact of the site in developing communication 
among representatives. Even though contact information per question or 
response is modest, it is suﬃcient to generate the considerable oﬀsite links 
per site user found in our survey. Consistent with this in our longitudinal 
follow-  up survey, a sizable number of respondents (40 percent) reported 
meeting people as a result of online contact. Moving discussions oﬄine 
could also signify that members view the site as too public a forum for discus-
sion of detailed, incident- speciﬁ  c or sensitive topics as the membership and 
volume grow. As responses move oﬀsite they lose their public good nature 
and the answers cease to be part of the archive.
8.3    Longitudinal  Analysis
Workers in the training sample were introduced to unionreps.org.uk as 
part of their TUC training program. We model the eﬀect of the introduc-
tion and/  or ensuing use of the site on their behavior and attitudes as repre-
sentatives using a before-  after treatment-  control design. While some TUC 
trainees had seen or visited the unionreps.org.uk site before training, the 
vast majority had not done so. Their responses on our cross- sectional survey 
thus reﬂ  ect a “before treatment” measure. Using the lingo of analyses of 
job training/  other interventions, trainees who use the site are a “treatment” 
group, while the entire group of trainees are “the intention to treat” group. 
We then examine whether introduction to the site during training aﬀected 
ensuing use of the site and whether that was associated with changes in atti-
tudes or behavior as a rep. Whether persons in the training sample use the 
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group that is not exposed to treatment, we will instead use the persons sur-
veyed through the site and already using it as the control group. The key 
assumption here is that there are no preexisting diﬀerences in trend between 
them and the trainees.
Table 8.6 shows that introduction to the site during training increased 
ensuing use of it by trainees. The table records the percentage of persons 
reporting for whom we have responses on both the initial and follow-  up 
surveys. At the time of the cross- sectional survey 68 percent of trainees had 
never used the site. Afterward that proportion was 32 percent. At the other 
end of the spectrum, just 18 percent used the site weekly before training 
while 29 percent used it weekly afterward. By contrast, among the respon-
dents from the sample of users on the site, there is a drop in those who use 
it weekly or more from 72 to 47 percent, possibly reﬂ  ecting a decline in their 
need to use the site regularly.
Respondents from the online sample of users of the site answered some 
questions about their representative work and attitudes toward unionism 
diﬀerently than did those in the TUC training sample. Table 8.7 gives the 
key questions that our cross-  sectional survey used to assess how worker 
reps viewed their activity as reps and union activity in general. The online 
sample is more likely to report that their work is taxing and stressful (24 
percent agree with the statement fully by giving a 1 score, while 29 percent 
give it a 2 score, compared to 14 percent and 22 percent for persons in the 
TUC training sample); that they are well prepared and trained to be a union 
representative (22 percent with complete agreement and 43 percent with 
agreement compared to 15 percent and 26 percent in the training sample); 
and that workers at their workplace beneﬁ  t from the union (58 percent and 
25 percent compared to 46 percent and 27 percent for the training sample). 
By contrast, there is little diﬀerence between the samples in views of the 
extent to which workers or their unions appreciate what they are doing.
To assess whether trainees who began to use the site changed their relative 
responses to questions about attitudes or behavior relative to previous users, 
we estimated the following equation:






Site use   Before (%)   After (%)   Before (%)   After (%)
Once a week or more 18 29 72 47
Once a month or less 14 38 26 51
Never   68   32    2    2
Source: Tabulated for the group that responded to follow-  up survey as well as the initial sur-
vey; n  214 for the trainees and 130 for the online survey group.296        Richard B. Freeman and M. Marit Rehavi
(4)  Y it  a  bTREATi  cTREATi  AFTERt,
where TREAT measures whether the respondents were a part of the group 
introduced to the unionreps.org.uk site through the TUC’s training program 
and AFTER is a dummy variable that takes the value 1 for the follow-
  up survey. The coeﬃcient c measures the change in the dependent variable 
between those who began to use the site after training compared to the 
control group of those who were already using the site when the ﬁ  rst survey 
was conducted.
Table 8.8 shows the results of this analysis for three variables for which 
there was a signiﬁ  cant diﬀerence in the ﬁ  rst round of the survey between the 
training sample and the online sample. Column (a) under each statement 
record estimated diﬀerences in responses in the ﬁ  rst round of the survey 
between persons introduced to the site in the training center and the online 
sample and in parentheses a t-  statistic for the diﬀerences between the two 
samples. Recalling that higher responses mean greater disagreement with the 
statement, the coeﬃcient 0.49, for example, shows that the trainees were less 
likely to say that they were well prepared and trained to be a representative 
than persons who always used the site. Column (a) also gives an estimate of 
the diﬀerence between the two samples in the rate of completing the second 
survey. The diﬀerences are modest. If they were large, we would have a seri-
ous sample attrition and selectivity problem.
The estimated coeﬃcients and t-  statistics for the coeﬃcients of the vari-
ables in equation (4) are given under each statement in column (b) of the 
Table 8.7  Union representatives’ views of their work activity
On a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 means that you agree completely with the statement and 5 means that 
you disagree completely, how much do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
    1   2   3   4   5
Panel A: TUC training sample (%)
a. My work as union representative is taxing and stressful 14 22 39 17 7
b. I am well-  prepared and trained to be a union representative 15 26 37 16 7
c. The workers I represent fully appreciate my activities as workers’ rep 10 23 35 25 7
d. My union fully appreciates my work as a union representative 27 31 24 12 6
e. The workers at my workplace beneﬁ  t greatly from having a union 46 27 17 6 4
f.  The union movement is on the right track for regaining inﬂ  uence on society 16 28 41 12 4
Panel B: Online sample (%)
a. My work as union representative is taxing and stressful 24 29 28 13 6
b. I am well-  prepared and trained to be a union representative 22 43 24 9 2
c. The workers I represent fully appreciate my activities as workers’ rep 10 28 38 17 7
d. My union fully appreciates my work as a union representative 24 35 24 13 4
e. The workers at my workplace beneﬁ  t greatly from having a union 58 25 10 4 2
f.  The union movement is on the right track for regaining inﬂ  uence on society   16   33   33   13   5
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table. The coeﬃcients on the dummy for being in the training sample are of 
similar magnitude to the comparable statistics in column (a). The estimates 
diﬀer between the samples because the sample in column (b) is limited to per-
sons who completed both surveys. The new information in column (b) is in 
the estimates of the eﬀect of introducing the site to trainees. For each state-
ment these estimates are signiﬁ  cantly negative, indicating that the trainees 
introduced to the site became more like persons already using the site.12 The 
implication is that use of the site inﬂ  uenced trainees: they regard themselves 
as better prepared and trained to be a union rep and believe more strongly 
that workers at their workplace beneﬁ  t from unions. All of these eﬀects are 
presumably due to their being involved with the unionreps.org.uk site and 
community. At the same time, they also found their work as a representa-
tive more taxing and stressful, which is surprising. We imagined that the 
additional support network of the online community and the resources it 
provides would diminish the perceived burden of being a union represen-
tative. One potential explanation for the result is that it reﬂ  ects a natural 
decline in the enthusiasm of new recruits over time. To test this explanation, 
we reproduced the estimates in table 8.8 with the sample broken out by the 
tenure of the representatives, and found that the coeﬃcients of interest are 
virtually unchanged, which rejects this explanation.13 However, with only 
two time periods, it is still possible that there are diﬀerential trends across 
the groups that we cannot identify. Another possible explanation is that the 
exposure to the reps on the site increases the perceived burden by emphasiz-
ing the importance of the role and raising expectations about their duties, 
for example, through peer pressure or broader exposure to what is possible. 
But we have no evidence on this point.
8.4      Conclusion: Where Will These Innovations Lead?
Given the diﬃculties that U.S. unions have with organizing workers for 
traditional collective bargaining, unions must ﬁ  nd ways to gain new mem-
bers if they are to survive. The rapid expansion of Working America shows 
that a movement- based organization that campaigns for worker interests in 
society online and oﬄine can attract large numbers at low cost. The greater 
activism of members who join online suggests further that the Internet may 
12. Those who ultimately participated in both rounds of the survey do not appear to sig-
niﬁ  cantly diﬀer, at least initially, on any measure except preparedness. Those who chose to 
participate in both rounds of the survey initially felt more prepared for their representative 
duties than those who only participated in the ﬁ  rst round. While there may be some selective 
attrition between the rounds it does not appear to be substantial, at least with respect to the 
initial values of the variables of interest.
13. The sample was divided into those with six or more years of tenure and those with less 
experience (this demarcation was chosen to create roughly equal sample sizes). For those with 
six or more years of experience the estimates of Btreat and BtreatXafter of 0.49 and –0.52, respec-
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be a particularly good way to ﬁ  nd highly committed persons. What we do 
not know is whether Working America’s long-  run stability will necessitate 
that it ﬁ  nds ways to deliver union services to workplaces in addition to cam-
paigning and lobbying for workers in society and, if so, whether it will ﬁ  nd 
the right mix of services at the level of dues members will be willing to pay.
Given the diﬃculties that British unions have in organizing workers in 
workplaces with traditional collective bargaining, it is critical for them to 
improve and personalize services to members. The success of www.unionreps
.org.uk in building a community of voluntary worker representatives who 
exchange information suggests that unions can tap the wisdom of their mem-
bers to advance this goal at low cost. The greater activism of reps that join 
the site suggests that it oﬀers a way to increase the commitment and eﬀort 
by reps. Whether the transmission of knowledge among reps improves ser-
vices to workers by enough to attract more members or whether the TUC 
or constituent unions must go further and use their computer database on 
members to personalize services remain to be seen.
A service provision model that relies on the Internet may alleviate con-
cerns of employer opposition, but it has challenges of its own. In collec-
tive bargaining, unions are essentially awarded a monopoly after winning 
recognition. On the Internet and outside the workplace, nonunion groups 
oﬀer information and services to workers that compete with union services.14 
Unions will therefore have to compete not only to attract new members, 
but to keep the members they enroll through this venue. Unions have, how-
ever, some advantages in providing services over the Internet to workers. 
As member-  based organizations that are democratically accountable to 
workers, they should be more responsive and trustworthy agents than other 
organizations. And unions can mobilize many more members and activists 
on a volunteer basis to provide services to fellow workers than can smaller 
nonmember- based  organizations.
We suspect that Working America and the U.S. unions broadly will have to 
undertake other innovations to create a viable organization for workers out-
side of collective bargaining. Studies of high-  performance workplaces ﬁ  nd 
that single policies rarely transform a workplace. What is needed are comple-
mentary policies that make the sum of the package exceed the sum of its 
parts introduced singly. Given its mass membership and activists, Working 
America could potentially beneﬁ  t from developing Internet bulletin boards 
14. Internet recruitment sites such as Monster.com or Careerbuilder.com give information 
and advice to workers to attract more job applicants. Labor law ﬁ  rms advertise assistance to 
workers. Human resource divisions of major ﬁ  rms use the company’s internal e-  mail system 
and computer records to connect with workers. Internet aside, public interest legal organiza-
tions defend the interests of particular types of workers (Jolls 2005); community groups have 
formed to help immigrants and various ethnic groups (Osterman 2002; Fine 2006; Lynch 2005), 
often led by persons with union experience; NGOs have sought to provide portable beneﬁ  ts 
to workers outside of collective bargaining (Hersch 2005). The U.K.’s Citizens Advice Bureau 
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of the www.unionreps.org type to stimulate local members and activists to 
ﬁ  nd new directions for the organization. British unions are also likely to need 
innovations beyond unionreps.org.uk to improve services and attract free 
riders at organized workplaces and to expand to other workplaces. What 
our analysis has shown is that the U.S. and U.K. central union federations 
have begun the diﬃcult process of changing how they conduct business and 
have some successes on which to build further.
Assuming that the online and noncollective bargaining-  based activi-
ties become a permanent part of the labor scene, will they substitute for 
traditional union modes of intermediation or will they complement and 
strengthen collective bargaining representation at workplaces? If online 
union activities come to resemble those of other service providers or web-
sites that give no collective backup for workers, online unions would be 
unions in name only. They would have lost the fundamental features of 
traditional unions as democratic workplace organizations that provided a 
collective voice to workers. Similarly, if the noncollective bargaining-  based 
activities of Working America or related organizations come to resemble 
those that represent other groups in the political scene, such as the American 
Association of Retired People, they would also be unions in name only. They 
might help their constituents, but they would have lost the fundamental 
features of traditional unions.
The unionreps.org case demonstrates a way these sites can complement 
unions’ traditional role. It strengthens the ability of unions to meet their 
traditional role as representing workers at their workplace. By pooling the 
information of representatives across areas, the unionreps.org site recog-
nizes that the problems faced by workers extend beyond any one location in 
the modern labor market, and that information is an important tool in local 
representation and bargaining.
The Working America experiment has more of the ﬂ  avor of an AARP- 
style substitute, but it is too early to know whether the organization will try 
to go beyond representing and organizing people for broad social purposes. 
To the extent that it helps collective bargaining unions augment their power 
with ﬁ  rms or in the political sphere by providing a larger base of support 
and information broking on particular measures, it may shore up unions’ 
traditional intermediary role in the labor market. It is possible that WA will 
be able to maintain loyalty and support over a long period of time without 
giving members concrete support at their workplaces. But it is also possible 
that WA or some other union group will build on its noncollective bargain-
ing members to develop an open source model that provides value at work-
places beyond collective bargaining.
What makes these union activities exciting is that they are not grandma’s 
or grandpa’s unions doing the same old thing in the same old way. They 
represent unionism in an innovative mode, trying to shore up its traditional Helping Workers Online and Oﬄine    3 0 1
roles and trying to ﬁ  nd new ways to provide intermediary services in the 
modern labor market.
Appendix
Cross-  Section 21 Survey UNIONREPS.ORG.UK Union 
Representatives Survey (TUC Training Sample: Response 
counts below)
  1.    How long have you been a union rep?
 1 year 1–2 years 2–5 years 5–10 years 10 years
323 149 182 86 110






a. Maintaining the wages and beneﬁ  ts of employees 137 327 336
b. Security of employmenta 104 315 367
c. Treatment of employees by managementb 241 408 159
d. Health and safety of employeesc 330 377 132
e. Resolving conﬂ  icts between employeesd 90 341 361
f. Finding ways to improve worker skills 58 355 383
g. Recruitment and organization 102 462 252
  3.    On average, how many hours per week do you usually spend on representative activities, 
including time spent at the workplace and at home?
 1 hr 1–2 hrs 2–5 hrs 5–10 hrs 10 hrs
100 216 246 147 138
  4.  Does your employer pay for the time spent on representative activities while at work?
Yes No
817 36
  5.    In which of the following occupations are the bulk of the workers that you represent?e
Highly skilled professional Craft and skilled labor Less skilled/  unskilled
278 286 215302        Richard B. Freeman and M. Marit Rehavi
  6.    On a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 means that you agree completely with the statement and 
5 means that you disagree completely, how much do you agree or disagree with the 
following statements?
Coding 12345
a. My work as union representative is taxing and 
stressful 118 191 334 147 63
b. I am well prepared and trained to be a union 
representative 124 223 317 137 56
c. The workers I represent fully appreciate my 
activities as workers’ rep 88 200 296 213 60
d. My union fully appreciates my work as a union 
representative 232 265 208 100 47
e. The workers at my workplace beneﬁ  t greatly 
from having a union 391 230 145 53 36
f. The union movement is on the right track for 
regaining inﬂ  uence on society 129 238 350 102 32
  7.    How often do you use the following sources to obtain information for your representa-
tive duties?
Often Sometimes Rarely Never
a. From union representative 
training materials and events 359 395   80   20
b. From full-  time union staﬀ by 
calling or writing to them 286 337 164   57
c. From TUC by calling or writing 
to them   44 192 305 297
d. From older/  experienced workers 266 398 125   56
e. From the Internet 258 291 145 151
  8.  How often do you currently use the Internet (www, e-  mail)?
Daily 2–5 times/  week Once a week Once a month Never (go to 11)
387 181 97 68 126
  9.  Where do you usually use the Internet (www, e-  mail)?
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10.  How often do you use the Internet for purposes related to:
Often Sometimes Rarely Never
a. Current job, excluding union rep 
duties 221 206 148 170
b. Union rep duties 235 317 121   73
c. Other union activities 180 255 183 120
11.  If you have never used the Internet for union rep duties, are you interested in using it?
Yes No
364 34
12.  If you use the Internet to support your union rep duties, specify how (tick all that apply)
Yes No
a. To ﬁ  nd out about training possibilities 431 273
b. To inform workers in your workplace about your union and its 
activities 422 280
c. To ﬁ  nd out about worker rights and employment legislation 588 128
d. To ﬁ  nd out about pay levels and working conditions elsewhere 298 397
e. To keep in touch and/  or exchange information with your union 
oﬃcials 393 305
f. To keep in touch and/  or exchange information with other union 
representatives 412 285
g. To keep in touch and/  or make contacts with other unions or 
worker organizations 264 424









a. Your union’s website 75 77 194 264 192
b. TUC website 49 65 131 244 308
c. UNIONREPS.ORG.UK website 22 39   74 121 539
14.    On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means that you agree completely with the statement and 5 
means that you disagree completely. Answer only if you have used the relevant websites.
Coding 1 2 3 4 5
a. My union website is very useful 145 222 197 57 33
b. The TUC website is very useful 157 183 159 33 30
c. The UNIONREPS.ORG.UK website is very useful   77   99 124 35 45
d. Online training can be eﬀective for union reps 115 157 193 57 40304        Richard B. Freeman and M. Marit Rehavi
15.  How much loyalty do you have toward
A lot Some A little None
a. The TUC/  wider union movement? 412 341   68 19
b. Your local union? 638 178   28 2
c. Your national union? 441 317   66 12
d. Your employer? 204 378 170 92






bFour responded 1.5 and 1 responded 2.5.
cThree responded 1.5.
dOne chose 1.5 and 2 with 2.5.
eSome representatives reported that they represent multiple types of workers. Eleven represent 
both “highly skilled professional” and “craft and skilled labor”; twenty-  eight represent “craft 
and skilled labor” and “less skilled/ unskilled” labor; and eleven represent workers from all three 
categories. The aforementioned responses are not included in counts presented in the table.
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